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In an earlier note in this Journal [l], we introduced the notion of the 
Dini calculus and developed it completely in the l-dimensional case. At the 
end of that article, we offered a conjecture on how things should go in 
general. Our purpose here will be to confirm that conjecture. In essence, 
the main theme is the abstract Dini theorem (Theorem 5). It is a theorem 
of existence, thus it is qualitative in nature. We have also included a 
vanishing theorem (Theorem 9) that provides the justification for a claim 
made elsewhere by us in [2, Section lo]. While of independent interest, the 
main immediate application of these results is to the derivation of the 
Selberg trace formula [3]. 
THE DINI CALCULUS 
We shall begin with some definitions and a few simple lemmas. 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over R. For each positive 
integer N, denote by SZ,( V) the set of all continuous f: V-r C such that 
If (H)I 
IflN=~~~(l+,,H,,)N<+a)’ 
SZ,,,( V) is a Banach space, independent of the norm on V. 
LEMMA 1. Let {xi} be coordinates in V. Suppose that f is a C’ function 
on V such that Vi, 
$ E SZN( V). 
I 
Then f E SZ,+ 1( V). 
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Proof. In fact, equipping V with an inner product rendering the x, 
orthogonal, we have 
from which 
thereby implying that f~ SIN+ 1( I’). 
In what follows, by a cone in V we shall always understand a proper 
open cone centered at 0. If Y is a cone in I’, then a cone *y;, in I/ is said 
to be regularly embedded in V provided q0 c V u {O}. 
Fix a cone -Y in V-then, since V is open, there is attached to Y the 
Schwartz space W(V). For the applications, it will actually be best to work 
with a slightly larger space. Thus let ?&(V) be the set of alIS: V” -+ C with 
the property that for every regularly embedded VO, fl VO~ %‘(V;). Upon 
representing V” as an increasing union of V0 and using the obvious semi- 
norms, we see at once that ‘;sg(V) is a Frechet space. If we write Poly (V) 
for the set of restrictions of Poly( V) to Y, then it is clear that 
%$(V) n Poly(Y) = (0). 
LEMMA 2. Let {xi) be coordinates in V. Suppose that f  is a C” function 
on Y such that Vi, 
Then there exists a constant c,for which 
Prooj: As will become apparent, we might just as well assume from the 
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outset that the 8flaxie V(Y), This said, equip V with an inner product 
rendering the xi orthogonal and take an HE S,n “Y-, Sy the unit sphere. 
Plainly, 
If(t,W-f(t,H)l = j” (Vf(tH), HI dt 11 
6 ‘* IlVf(tH)II dt. s 11 
On the other hand, VN$O, 3CN > 0 such that 
Therefore 
This means that the sequence {f(nH)} is Cauchy, hence 
lim f(nH) = c(H), say. 
n-C.2 
In addition, from the above, 
So, C, being uniform in H, to finish the argument we need only show that 
c(H) is locally constant. It will be enough to make the verification for H’ 
and H” subject to (H’, H”) 2 0. But then 
((H’- H”(I +,+ 
* If(tH’)-f(tH”)l < CN(,,$N+’ t’-N, 
forcing c(H’) = c(H”) by the definitions. 
LEMMA 3. Let {xi} be coordinates in V. Suppose that f is a C w function 
on ^Y- such that Vi, 
$%&(V-)OPoly(V). 
I 
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Then 
Proof. For each i, write 
where 
4i~%e,(e 






3!l=1+2. a4- ap. 
axjaxi ax, axi 
Accordingly, 
api ap. a$. ad --AI= 2-2 
axj axi axi axI 
a%,-~,E&(Y)nPoly(Y.) 
J I 
aPi ap, 5-z’. 
axj axi 




Thanks to the preceding lemma, applied to S - p, we can say that 
f- P-CE%(V 
for some constant c, giving 
f=(f-p-c)+(p+c)E~~(~)@POly(V), 
as desired. 
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The setting that we shall use to formulate the Dini calculus consists of 
two real finite dimensional vector spaces U and V, supplied with a duality 
induced by a nondegenerate bilinear form (?, ?). Letting d stand for a 
finite set of elements of V (possibly empty), the tirst item on the agenda is 
to define and develop the elementary properties of the integral 
s f(u) wo) II, (4 e, > d&(u). 
Throughout, it will be a question of a function f, holomorphic and 
rapidly decreasing in a witch region -W c U+ J-1 U. More precisely: 
3 W> 0 such that for every norm on U, 3C > 0 such that f is holomorphic 
at u’ + J-1 uN if 
w-: IIU’II 6 C(1 + IIU”lI )- “, 
whereas VN, 3CN such that 
If(u'+Jzu")l <c,(l+ Ilu”ll)-N. 
Observe that the Cauchy integral formula implies that 
flJ-1UE+qJzU). 
Generically, u. is a nonzero element of U lying outside of d’, i.e., Vn, 
Write U, = Ru,. 
For 0 <E 4 1, let C(E) be the contour 
(1 +Et2)W +J-rt (--cO<t< +a). 
Put 
-. 4(.)=k jK(e),““y;+‘;;;;e,) dz @Ed= U). 
Then lo(u) is independent of E and invariant under translation by elements 
of fl U,, thus can be viewed as a function on J-1 U/G U,. With 
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we shall take as the definition of 
I 
f(u) 





PROPOSITION 4. Let u,, u2 E U and suppose that Vn, 
Then 
(U,? en> ’ (u,, e,> >O. 
I f(u) wd FL (4 en> dC(u) = ih,.,, n -‘::), > d&.(u). n )?I 
ProojI We can and will assume that ur and u2 are linearly independent. 
Call U12 the corresponding subspace of U-then 
so there is no loss of generality in assuming further that U= U,,. In other 
words, with U, and u2 as coordinates, the issue reduces to the equality of 
f(A t) 
IL ((s, t), en> 
ds dt 
and 
or still, in view of the hypothesis, to the equality of 
I f 
f(h t) ds dt 




I I fb t) dt ds, w w l7, ((s, t), e,> 
iterable by Fubini. 
Keeping to the supposition that f is holomorphic and rapidly decreasing 
in W, let 
The theory then centers on the properties of F, the Dini integral attached 
to f. It is to be noted that in the current context, Fourier transformation 
is the map 
A:W(J-1U)4(V) 
f4 
induced by the duality (?, ? ). In particular, when d is empty, F= j? 
A cone V in V is said to be g-admissible if V n E = a, E any proper 
subspace of V spanned by a subset of b. Every d-admissible cone is 
contained in a maximal b-admissible cone. If 6’ spans V, then the maximal 
g-admissible cones are the components of 
V-UK 
where dim(E) = dim(V) - 1, E spanned by a subset of b. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that -tr is an b-admissible cone in V-then 
Fl~~‘%,0(U@Poly(~), 
F/Y’-=@+p. 
Zf span(b) # V, then p = 0, but if span(d) = V and if p & 0, then the degree 
of p cannot exceed #(b) -dim(U) an d each coefficient of p of degree k is 
a distribution in f of degree I concentrated at 0 with 
k+l+dim(U)< #(b). 
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Finally, for every seminorm I?10 on ‘$&b(V), there exists a seminorm I?[ on 
%‘(fi U) such that 
uniformly in f. 
(Note. This is the abstract Dini theorem.) 
Remark. C? and p depend, of course, on V. If V’ and V” are 
&‘-admissible and if V’ c V”, then 
p” 1 -Y-’ = p’. 
The proof, characteristically inductive, is a rather complicated bootstrap 
affair. For expositional simplicity, it will be broken up into a series of 
manageable chunks, the essential points being covered in Propositions 7 
and 8 infra. 
There is a preliminary, standard generality that we shall need to appeal 
to. 
SUBLEMMA. Let 2 be a real linear function on R”; let Vi(R”) be the 
subspace of %‘(R”) comprised of those f which vanish identically on the 
hyperplane J. = O-then for every f E V;(R”) there exists a unique element 
g+ %?(R”) such that f = Ig,, the corresponding assignment 
%?JRn) -+ W( R”) 
being continuous. 
(Note. Let T be a distribution-then the procedure associates with T 
another distribution Ti, having the property that 
(f, T,) = <gf, T). 
If T is concentrated at 0, then TA is concentrated at 0 and the degree of Tj 
cannot exceed the degree of T plus 1.) 
Besides this, two reduction procedures will be employed. Let {e,: m = 
1, . . . . 1) be a basis for span(l); let C& = d - (em}. 
(Red,) Suppose that span(d)= V-then the e, determine coor- 
dinates H, and in these, 
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Therefore, aF/aH,,, is an integral of the same general type as F itself but the 
cardinality of the defining set c!& is one less than that of 8. 
(Red,,) Extend {e,} to a basis of V and let {e”‘} be the dual basis. 
Set 
and for m = 1, . . . . I, put 
Because 
(4 e,> =O=>qL-,(u)=&Ju), 
Ic/, extends to a function in U(fl U) depending continuously on 4, (cf. 
the sublemma), thus on jY It is in fact not difficult to see that $m is 
holomorphic and rapidly decreasing in a witch region ^w, c W. Evidently, 
so 
Observe that is it & (and not 8’) that figures in the integrals per the I(I,,,. 
As for q5!, let 
U, = span { em: m > I} v,=u: 
U2 = span(e”: m < I} v2= u:. 
Assuming that u,, E U2 (permissible by Proposition 4), we have 
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Write 
= I J--i u, f(u,) e(U”H> du, 
X i‘ 
exp(Ct, i (uZ, e,)*) e<U2*“> 
fi*(u*). 
(E2Cuo) II, (~2, en> 
H=H,+H, (H, E V,, ff2~ v2). 
Then the first term in the last equality is simply f, at H, (fi =fl n U,) 
while the second is a certain fixed function F2 of H, in our class. 
LEMMA 6. FE SZ,,,,( V) and 
IFI #(dp) G IfI, 
\?I a seminorm on W(J- 1 U). 
Proof. The proof goes by induction on dim(U) + #(b), beginning at 
1: dim(U) = 1, # (8) = 0, immediate since then F= f In general, taking 
into account Red,,, the induction hypothesis covers the 
I 
+Ju) ecu*“) 
wo) IlnZm (4 en> 
a(u). 
On the other hand, 
I 
q5[(u) ecu,“> 
d@3u) =fAH,) . F2(H2). 
wo) FL (he,) 
There are two possibilities: 
(1) U2 = U. In this case, utilizing the induction hypothesis and Red,, 
Vm, 
=2 
aH, E SIX- 1 ( v 
Owing to Lemma 1, it follows that 
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(2) U2 # U. In this case, 
dim(U) + # (8) > dim( U,) + # (b), 
so the induction hypothesis gives directly that 
Fz E Sla(d J’d 
The preparation completed, we can now pass to the central claims. 
PROPOSITION 7. Zf span(b) # V, then 
FI YE KdU 
and for every seminorm I?[,, on $&b(V), there exists a seminorm I?1 on 
U(J-1 U) such that 
IFI “y-lo< If I 
uniformly in f: 
Proof The proof goes by induction on dim(U) + # (&‘), beginning at 
1: dim(U) = 1, # (8) = 0, immediate since then F= j? In general, on the 
basis of Red,, and the induction hypothesis, we have only to show that 
f, .F2 E %b(f’-1. 
Noting that 
is again an integral in our class, Lemma 6 tells us that 
That being, let “y;, c 9’” be regularly embedded-then, to conclude that 
f~ .F2 E ‘%b(f), 
it will be enough to produce a positive constant Co such that 
H, + H2 E 9% 3 IlHlIl 2 GIlff*ll. 
Here, )(?I[ is an inner product norm on V relative to which V, and V, are 
orthogonal. For this purpose, note that by the b-admissibility of Y, 
Ton v2= (0). 
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Let 
Suppose that 
C, = 4 dis(S, n To, V2). 
H,+H,E”y^, 
IIH, + H*II = 1. 
Then the norm of H, is the distance of H, + H, from V,. Thus 
llH,ll 2 Co 
and so, as I(H,(I G 1, 
llH,ll > GlIH,lI. 
Because V0 is a cone, this persists to all of VO, finishing the proof. 
PROPOSITION 8. Zf span(b) = V, then 
Fl~~%b(~)Opolyt~), 
say 
and for every seminorm I?10 on %&:0(-Y), there exists a seminorm )?I on 
Ce(J-1 U) such that 
uniformly in jI Furthermore, if p f 0, then the degree of p cannot exceed 
# (8) - dim(U) and each coefficient of p of degree k is a distribution in f of 
degree I concentrated at 0 with 
k+l+dim(U)d #(&). 
Proof: The proof goes by induction on # (a), beginning at 0: # (8) = 0, 
immediate since then F=r In general, bearing in mind Red,, the foregoing 
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Therefore, by Lemma 3, 
Differentiating this gives 
aF a@ ap 
afJr?l =aH,+aH,’ 
so, from the induction hypothesis, 
<(#(B)- I)-dim(U), 
which means that 
deg(p) Q # (8) -dim(U). 
Since span(&) = V, I= dim(V), hence 
Referring back to Red,,, 
Now, as regards the conclusion about the coefficients of p, the comment 
appended to the sublemma, together with the induction hypothesis, serves 
to handle the various terms in the sum. Moreover, the integral multiplying 
f(0) is independent off, thus, by the above, the polynomial tied to it has 
degree < #(b) -dim( V). It remains only to note that If(O)] is a con- 
tinuous seminorm on U(&i U). 
Under what circumstances does the polynomial p in the abstract Dini 
theorem actually vanish? In this connection, we have: 
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THEOREM 9. Suppose that Y” is an b-admissible cone in V containing a 
point H, such that 
(uo, Ho) 60. 
Then 
(Note. This is the vanishing theorem. Of course, the case of interest is 
when span(b) = V). 
Let 
O= (H: (u,, H)<O}. 
ThenBnV#(aandOnYisaconein V. 
Let U” be a subspace complementary to U, (thus fi U”- 
&? U/n U,). We shall first consider special f of the form 
(u = u” + zu,), 
where f” is some fixed function, holomorphic, and rapidly decreasing in a 
witch region 94’“O, and Q is any polynomial on U. Call Fp the correspond- 
ing Dini integral. Then: 
LEMMA 10. F,)OnY-0. 
Proof. By definition, for HE 0 n “Y-, 
X 
Q(u” + zuo) sec(,,,&) ezcuovH> dz 
II, (u”+zuo7 en> 1 duo, 
We claim that the inner integral is zero. To see this, note: 
(1) (u”+zuo, e,) =0 iff 
<uoy en> z= - 
<uo, en>’ 
Such a z is therefore pure imaginary. 
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(2) le r<uo.H>I d 1 on the witch and in the right halfplane. 
(3) sec(J-) z is rapidly decreasing in Re(z) > - 1. 
Accordingly, J-e(E) can be calculated by completing in a semicircle to the 
right: 
s = lim s = 0, K(E) R-m c,q 
since no poles are enclosed. Hence the claim and the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 9. On “Y-, 
FQIY”=@Q+p,. 
And, in light of what has been said above, 
But the polynomial Q is arbitrary. Consequently, any distribution concen- 
trated at 0 which is not identically zero will be nonvanishing at some fe. 
So, if in general, 
then, of necessity, p = 0. 
APPLICATION. Suppose that d is a basis for V-then 
FJ V’- = @ + C(V) .f(O), 
C(V) a constant. We propose to determine C(T) explicitly. For a start, Y 
can certainly be taken maximal. It will then be convenient to use a 
parametrization 
{ +l, -l}‘w {V-} 
5 4-t “y(s), 
where 
V(5)= i t,e,: Ins(n)>0 . 
{ n=l I 
The fixed element u0 determines a signature so via the stipulation 
50(n) = w((h en>). 
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That being, the vanishing theorem implies that 
C(-Y(s)) = 0 
unless 4 = 40. Write 
F(H) = F( t , ) . ..) t,) H= i t,,e,, 
n=l > 
Then, as functions of the t,, 
8’F 
at, . . at, 
=f(t,, . ..) t,), 




R’ atI . . . at, 
dt, . ..dt. 




s vol(b) V 
=$f(OL 
vol(b) = vol( V/Z[e,, . . . . e,]). 
On the other hand, 
I 
I s 
f aIF . . . 
-, at, . . . at, 
dt, . ..dt. 
-f 
=c (-l)‘-‘“‘.F($l) t, . . . . s(f)t) 
5 
-f(O) .I (-l)‘-(s). C(V(5)) (t-+ +co). 
5 
Here, 
f--(5)= #({s(n):s(n)= -l}). 
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It now follows that 
C(Y(5,)) = (- l)r-(*o) .--$. 
(Note. By the way, this is exactly what is needed to justify the analysis 
of Section 10 in [Z] when det( 1 - wi,,) # 0.1 
Remark. If d spans V and is not a basis for V, then explicit formulas 
for the polynomial p in the abstract Dini theorem are unknown. 
Presumably their determination is tractable, albeit involved. 
For use elsewhere, some supplements to the foregoing will be needed. Let 
f be any element of %‘(fi Ukthen the integral defining F need not 
make sense. Still, thanks to Lemma 6, one can associate with f a function 
Indeed, suppose that f, is 
f,+fin U(fiU) ( 
holomorphic and rapidly decreasing in wp and 
sue an approximating sequence does exist, e.g., in h 
the Paley-Wiener space)-then 
We shall write 
and again refer to F as the Dini integral attached to f: Incidentally, if 
F,Iv=@p+~,, 
then 
Gp + @ E ~()( v-) 
P/1 + P E POlY(-y) 
and 
F(V-=@+p. 
When f is, in addition, holomorphic and rapidly decreasing in a witch 
region YV, then of course, F is C w. The same is even true of F if f is known 
to lie in U( J- - 1 U) only. Thus 
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LEMMA 11. Zff~ %( J - 1 U), then 
is C” and 
(This is just a simple approximation argument involving the definitions.) 
We shall now inject another ingredient into the data, viz., two more real 
finite dimensional vector spaces U* and V*, in duality, along with linear 
maps 
T: U-+ U* 
T*: V* -+ V, 
connected by 
(?,?): U x V +R 
T  
I I 
T’ (Tu, II*) = (u, T*v*). 
(?,?)I U*x V* +R 
Here, T is surjective and T* is injective. This time, b* is a finite set of 
elements of V* (possibly empty). Let 
d = T*(b*) 
e, = T*(e,*), 
H= T*(H*). 
Putting ~0’ = T(uo), it will then be assumed that u$ # 0 and that Vn, 
(ug*,e,*)#O. 
Given f~ U(fl U), set 
f*(u*) = /Ke,,T, f(u + u’) du’ (u* = T(u)). 
Then f * E %(J- I U*) and the projection 
q&-l U) -+ q&-i cl*) 
is continuous. 
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(Note. If f is holomorphic and rapidly decreasing in a witch region w, 
then this need not be so off*. This circumstance is one of the reasons why 
it is necessary to extend the notion of Dini integral per supra.) 
PROPOSITION 12. VH*E V*, 
s 
f(u) eCUsH) (jqu) = jc*,, 
wo) IL (4 e, > 
)f;‘:,‘:y &*(u*). 
0’ n 9n 
Proof. By approximation, there is no loss of generality in supposing 
that f is in the Paley-Wiener space of fl U (thence f * is in the 
Paley-Wiener space of J-1 U*). But, pulling the witch to a straight line 
centered, for example, at 1 and normalizing the invariant measures com- 
patibly, we have 
J*(u* + zug*) ecu* +rul*H*> dz du* 
ll, (u* + z@, e,* > 
s 
f*(u*) e(“**H*> = 
w;) IL (u*, e,*> 
I* 
, 
the equality in question. 
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